Understanding the Human Dimensions of Long-term Environmental Change: Transformations of Iceland from the Viking Era through the late Medieval Period (CE 850-1500)

http://scn.akademia.is

A unique graduate course in integrated Environmental Humanities and Social Sciences (7.5 ECTS)
In Bárðardalur, Northern Iceland, June 5-15 2015

This course integrates the following academic disciplines & fields:
• Environmental Archeology • Digital & Environmental Humanities • Historical Ecology •
• Environmental History • Environmental Anthropology • Saga Studies • Palaeoecology • Literary Ecocriticism •

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: January 15, 2015
(The application period opens December 15, 2014 — see the course website for details.)
Aimed at masters and doctoral-level students, this intensive graduate course addresses questions of long-term societal resilience in the face of climate change, competition and societal conflict over natural resources, effects of early globalization and anthropogenic transformation of landscapes and ecosystems at multiple times scales. Building upon the highly successful course *Environmental Memory and Change in Medieval Iceland* organized in August 2014, this course integrates perspectives, theories and methodologies from multiple disciplines in the environmental humanities and social sciences, addressing human dimensions of long-term environmental change with the aid of innovative digital humanities tools and outputs. *All course lectures, readings, discussions and writing will be in English.*

**Co-organized by Svartarkot Culture Nature, NIES, NABO & IHOPE**

in cooperation with Reykjavik Academy, City University of New York and Mid Sweden University

*Applications will be accepted from December 15, 2014.*

**DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: January 15, 2015**

See the course website for full details: [http://scn.akademia.is](http://scn.akademia.is)